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The national capital of India, Delhi is famous for a number of things. In India, there are a number of
places, which are world-famous. Delhi is one of such places. Delhi is famous for its services and
tourist places. Huge number of people from around the globe comes to visit Delhi; this also includes
the domestic tourists of India. Not only foreigners but citizens of India too visit Delhi for a number of
purposes. This includes trading, marketing and sightseeing.

Everyone who visits Delhi wants a proper accommodation. Hotels in Delhi play the key role to
provide the accommodation to visitors. There are a number of Hotels in Delhi, which provides
excellent services. Many Delhi hotels are famous on international platform of Tourism & Hotel
Industry for the services and facilities. Almost every region of Delhi has a hotel to serve the guests.
The International Airport of Delhi receives a number of foreign tourists and the hotels near by the
airport provide the perfect accommodation to the tourists.

The different packages offered by different hotels also attract a number of tourists or visitors. The
packages of some Delhi hotels include special travel packages and business packages. The travel
packages include the accommodation and tour of Delhi. While business packages, which are mostly
used by executives, includes the facility to book conference or meeting rooms. The hotels offer a
high quality of food. This includes both national and international cuisines. As India is famous for its
spicy and delicious cuisines, all the hotels serve high quality Indian food. Delhi offers
accommodation of all types. The Delhi region has many five-star hotels as well as three and two
star hotels. Therefore, every class of men can afford a wonderful stay in Delhi.

The bar at New Delhi hotels serves the quality drinks to the customers. This includes a variety of
cocktails, champagne and beers. In addition, the restaurants of hotels offer quality snacks, lunch
and dinner. The five-star hotels offer different class of rooms and suites to the guests. The facilities
like a swimming pool, fitness center, spa, body massage parlors are also available at New Delhi
hotels. Many hotels also offer the services of currency exchange and credit card payment of the
bills. This helps foreign tourists in exchanging currency. The hotels also provide special business
trips, which includes special facility for conferences and business meetings. Few hotels also offer
travel desk service to book air or railway tickets.
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